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The Labour government’s priorities for the long-term, reiterated in documents 
accompanying the 2006 budget, are: “sustainable growth and employment; 
fairness and opportunity; modern and effective public services; and a secure 
and fair world”.

It has pledged to improve the quality of public services, especially health and 
education, after a period of under-investment. The state of the health service, 
in particular, has been the source of much public dissatisfaction. The focus 
on education is linked to the view that skills need to be improved to compete 
successfully in the global economy. Increased public spending has been 
accompanied by increased taxation and an expansion of government
borrowing.

The 2005 Scorecard,
our initial study



Aims of the 2005 Scorecard

•Gather consistent information on stocks and flows of 
VC/PE investments in 15 countries: 11 in Latin America & 
the Caribbean and 4 outside the region (Israel, Spain, 
Taiwan and the UK).

•Grade all 15 countries on 12 scoring criteria, ranging from 
laws on fund formation to corporate governance 
requirements.

•Build a model in Microsoft Excel combining both data 
elements and our commentary behind the scores. An 
Adobe Acrobat version is also available.

•Seek to establish an association between business 
environment scores and levels of VC/PE investment.



Results of the inaugural study 1

• The friendliness of the business 
environment to VC/PE 
investments varies greatly across 
Latin America. 

• At the business-friendly end of 
the spectrum, Chile ranks 76.5 on 
a scale of 1-100 (with 100 being 
best).

• Three other highly rated countries 
follow: Brazil at 58.8, Mexico at 
54.4 and Costa Rica at 52.9. 

• Fully seven of the 11 countries 
are rated below 50; the regional 
median is 44.1. 58.8Taiwan

69.1Spain
79.4Israel
92.6UK
38.2Jamaica
39.7Uruguay
41.2El Salvador
41.2Argentina
42.6Colombia
44.1Trinidad & Tobago
47.1Peru
52.9Costa Rica
54.4Mexico
58.8Brazil
76.5Chile



Results of the inaugural study 2

• The Scorecard provides benchmarks for improvement by comparing 
Latin American countries with four nations from outside the region. 
These “comparator” countries have robust VC/PE industries—
especially the UK—but also have recently emerged as developed 
countries—Israel, Spain and Taiwan.

• All of the Latin American countries lag considerably behind the 
highly favorable business climate of the UK, with its score of 92.6. 
Chile does best, ranking behind Israel (79.4) but ahead of Spain (69.1) 
and Taiwan (58.8).

• Brazil, the leading VC/PE destination in Latin America, equals the 
score of Taiwan, but falls behind the higher ratings of Spain, Israel, 
and the UK. 

• Nine of the eleven Latin American nations have more difficult 
business environments for VC/PE activities than any of the four 
comparator countries.



Results of the inaugural study 3

Countries’ business 
environment rankings 
are associated in 
rough but important 
ways with the levels of 
investment that they 
receive. 

The more favorable 
the business 
environment, the more 
robust the investment, 
as measured by 
annual stocks and 
flows of VC/PE. More 
difficult environments 
discourage 
investments.
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Advantages and disadvantages of our dynamic Excel model

•The model accepts our special features such as the three-
country comparator and dynamic scatterplots.

• It allows the user to change the weights for the 12 scoring 
criteria, with the changes feeding through to the rankings and 
charts.

• It is complicated for users not familiar with advanced features 
of Excel or unaccustomed to allowing/running macros.

• It is difficult, but not impossible, to incorporate into a website.

• I’m happy to provide either version. The Adobe Acrobat format 
study is also available on the LAVCA website.



Difficulties in the first study

•We were unable to find full data on stocks and flows for a number 
of the Latin American countries, but located it all for the 
comparator nations.

•One large transaction can have an undue influence. Advent 
International's purchase of Nuevo Banco Comercial of Uruguay in 
September 2005 skewed the results for that country and overall.

•Questions persist about which criteria should be included and 
how they should be weighted.

•The number of observations are not sufficient to establish a 
statistically significant association between business 
environment scores and the VC/PE investment data. This is an 
inherent problem.



The Labour government’s priorities for the long-term, reiterated in documents 
accompanying the 2006 budget, are: “sustainable growth and employment; 
fairness and opportunity; modern and effective public services; and a secure 
and fair world”.

It has pledged to improve the quality of public services, especially health and 
education, after a period of under-investment. The state of the health service, 
in particular, has been the source of much public dissatisfaction. The focus 
on education is linked to the view that skills need to be improved to compete 
successfully in the global economy. Increased public spending has been 
accompanied by increased taxation and an expansion of government
borrowing.

Our plans for the 2006 Scorecard



Changes in the country line-up

•We plan to drop El Salvador, for which we found no data on 
VC/PE stocks or flows. We also intend to omit Jamaica, 
where data is sparse and the business environment poor.

•We will likely pick up two of three countries: the Dominican 
Republic, Ecuador and Venezuela. 

• Initial research indicates a lack of official data in all three,
but this does not preclude them as we can resort to adding 
up the value of all known placements.

•This switch would bring into the study two countries with 
higher levels of national output, in place of two nations with 
lower GDPs.



Improvements in the VC/PE investment data

• We hope to draw on the LAVCA-Thomson Financial data, 
which may fill some of the gaps, such as investment flow 
figures for Peru and the countries that we add to this year’s 
study.

• We want to calculate average annual flows over several years, 
say 2003-2005, to diminish the impact of one large transaction.

• There remain challenging data issues in the smaller countries 
of the region. We may have to add up the value of known 
investments, as we did in 2005.

• My colleague, Scott Martin, will conduct phone interviews with 
informants to gather additional industry information. Last year 
his interviews focussed on establishing the criteria. He is a 
professor of Latin American studies at Columbia University 
and the New School.



Alterations in the criteria

•We are reluctant to make changes in the criteria that might 
preclude comparisons from one year to the next.

•However, adoption of criteria from well-known studies could 
serve as a useful addition in a second scenario on top of 
our existing approach.

•The WEF’s Global Competitiveness Index and the World 
Bank’s Doing Business scores cover all the countries in the 
study. I’m particularly attracted to the Starting a business 
measures in the World Bank research.

•Although interesting, the Global Entrepreneurship Monitor 
only rates five Latin American countries: Argentina, Brazil, 
Chile, Mexico and Venezuela.



Working with LAVCA

•We enjoy this work with LAVCA, which brings together data 
gathering with model building. 

•This is a specialty for our custom research team, which 
frequently builds risk-assessment models for businesses 
and governments.

•We invite your input both at this early stage of the study’s 
second year and once the research begins in earnest. Can 
Scott Martin or I call to discuss your firm, your country or 
your multilateral initiatives?



Thank you for your time. Please let me know of any 
questions.

Steven Leslie
Director, Custom Research, Americas
111 W 57th Street
New York, NY 10019
Telephone: (1.212) 698-9719
E-mail: stevenleslie@eiu.com
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